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1 IntroductionThe reduction of detailed conduction-based models of neuronal �ring into simpler, lower-dimensional descriptions has recently received considerable attention (e.g., [Doya and Selver-ston, 1994, Ermentrout, 1994]). Such reductions lead to frequency-current curves similarto the curve obtained with the more detailed Hodgkin-Huxley model [Doya and Selver-ston, 1994]. The shape of resulting frequency-current curves, which can be viewed as in-put/output activation functions governing the neuronal �ring rate, can qualitatively bedescribed as Threshold-Sigmoid (TS). That is, a neuron �res only when its integrated in-put current (denoted also as input �eld) is above some threshold, and its �ring rate isapproximately a sigmoidal function of its above-threshold input �eld 1. Closely relatedThreshold-linear functions have previously appeared in the literature as a fair approxima-tion of the dependence of the �ring rate of a cortical neuron on its integrated input current[Gustafsson and Wigstrom, 1981, Avoli and Olivier, 1989, Mason and Larkman, 1990]. BothThreshold-sigmoid and Threshold-linear activation functions were used by several investi-gators to construct biologically-motivated neural network models [Treves and Rolls, 1991,Amit and Tsodyks, 1991].In this work we take a di�erent approach. Instead of deriving the neuronal activationfunction by a `bottom-up' dimension reduction of a model describing the dynamics of a singleneuron, we examine optimal neuronal signaling at the network level. That is, we search fora neuronal activation function that maximizes the performance of an associative memorynetwork, where the network's performance (de�ned formally below) is a measure of theaccuracy in which it retrieves the correct memorized patterns in response to correspondinginput cues. Applying this `top-down' optimizing approach to an associative memory networkwith cortical-like characteristics of sparse-connectivity and low activity [Abeles, 1991, Abeleset al., 1990], we show that the activation function yielding maximal performance is theThreshold-Sigmoid (TS) sign(S)max(jSj�d; 0), where S is the usual logistic sigmoid and thethreshold d is dictated by the network's activity level. It is quite surprising and interestingthat a qualitatively similar activation function is arrived at using both dimension reductionand performance optimization approaches.1Such a `sigmoidal-like' function has a �rst derivative near the origin which is greater than one and itsderivative monotonically decreases and goes to zero as its argument increases.1



This paper proceeds as follows: First we examine the mathematically convenient simplecase of symmetrically-coded f�1;+1g binary neurons, with no constraint on the activity levelpermitted in the network. In this case the optimal activation function is the conventionalsigmoid (S) function of the neuron's input �eld. Then, adding the constraint of low activity,we shall show that the Threshold sigmoid is the optimal activation function. Subsequently, Sand TS are shown to be optimal also in the more biologically realistic quiescent-coded f0; 1gformulation. Heavily-thresholded TS functions are shown to give rise to an exponentialdistribution of activation values, which is in accordance with the distribution of relativelylow �ring rates typically observed in recordings of delayed persistent activity [Miyashitaand Chang, 1988, Miyashita, 1988, Abeles et al., 1990].2 Signaling in Symmetric-coded Networks2.1 The ModelWe examine the dynamics of an analog Hop�eld-like attractor neural network (ANN) [Hop-�eld, 1984] composed of N �1 binary neurons. The network stores M memory patterns �� ,� = 1 : : :M , each being a randomly generated N -dimensional vector of �1's, in the synapticmatrix Wij =X� �i��j� ; Wii = 0 : (1)A stored memory pattern �c is cued by initializing the �ring state of neuron i, 1 � i � N ,with a value ai(0) which is close to its correct binary value, i.e., its value in the cued memorypattern. Thereafter the �ring states of the neurons evolve in synchronous iterations. Letaj(t) 2 [�1;+1] denote the analog activation (�ring) of neuron j at time t. At iteration tneuron i computes its input �eld hi(t) ashi(t) =Xj Wijaj(t� 1) (2)where the index j runs over all the neurons which are connected to neuron i, and aj(t)is some function aj(t) = F (hj(s); s � t). The network is likely to converge to a stablesteady-state, which is guaranteed under some conditions, such as connections' symmetry(Wij =Wji) and asynchronous updatings.We adopt a Bayesian framework, where each neuron is conceived as a Bayesian decisionmaker (see [Kononenko, 1989, Lansner and Ekeberg, 1989, Meilijson and Ruppin, 1993,2



Meilijson and Ruppin, 1994]). In Bayesian terminology, we assume that on the basis of itsprevious input �elds and independently of everything else, neuron i (1 � i � N) assignssome prior belief �i to the event f�ci = +1g, i.e., that it should �re +1. Note that thisdecision does not require the neuron to identify �c, just to dichotomously decide on itssign in the currently cued pattern, regardless of its identity. During the current iteration,the incoming signals each neuron receives sum up to yield its new input �eld, on the basisof which every neuron formulates a posterior belief that it should �re +1. This updatedposterior belief should determine the neuron's new activation signal to its neighbors in thenext iteration.In this study, we concentrate on analog activation functions. From a a biological pointof view, such functions describe the dependence of the neuron's current �ring rate on itsmembrane potential. From a Bayesian perspective, analog functions reect the notion thatthe neuron's belief in its correct state is rarely complete. This continuous description mustbe put on common grounds with the discrete, dichotomous, description of the stored memorypatterns; if the activation signal is analog, how should we measure the performance of thenetwork, i.e., the level of accuracy of which the cued patterns are reconstructed duringmemory retrieval? One approach to this issue has been to use a measure of continuous,analog similarity, as in [Amit and Tsodyks, 1991]. Viewing each neuron as Bayesian decisionmaker, we take another approach, and let each neuron express its belief in its true state as adichotomous activation signal. That is, we quantify the current similarity of the network tothe cued memory pattern by considering each neuron whose belief in +1 is greater (lesser)than 0:5 as if it `decided' its correct sign is +1 (�1) respectively. This technically convenientdescription does not necessarily imply the existence of some biological mechanism thatconverts the �nal value of the local �eld (or, equivalently, the belief) into a dichotomousstate. Alternatively, the belief of the neuron that its true state is +1 may be interpreted asthe probability of �nding it in the +1 state at a given `time slice' during the next iteration.Within this framework, our goal is to �nd, over the space of all possible input/outputactivation functions, the signal function F that maximizes the network's performance. Thistask, however, is very di�cult in the general case since after just a few iterations strongcorrelations evolve between a neuron's current input �eld and its previous input �eld values[Englisch and Xiao, 1991, Meilijson and Ruppin, 1993, Meilijson and Ruppin, 1994]. We3



therefore perform our analysis as if the neuron's current input �eld was independent ofits previous �elds. This independence assumption is known to be adequate under sparseconnectivity [Derrida et al., 1987, Evans, 1989] and low activity [Tsodyks and Feigel'man,1988]. Due to the assumed independence, each iteration of the network may be viewed on itsown (as in [Kinzel, 1985]), and our goal of maximizing the network's performance reduces tothat of maximizing the performance increase during a single iteration. We henceforth dropthe time index t and let F depend exclusively on the current input �eld. This simpli�cationwill be seen to yield explicit optimal activation functions, simple enough to allow for intuitiveunderstanding and biological feasibility judgments.2.2 The Optimality of the Sigmoid SignalWe now turn to �nd the optimal signal function F in the symmetrically-coded case. Weassume that the network has been cued by an input pattern with some degree of similarityto one of the stored memories, �c, and examine the activation signaling in some arbitraryiteration. It is then convenient to view the current input �eld of neuron i as a sum of twoterms hi =Xj h�ci�cj + Ziji aj = �ciXj �cjaj +Xj Zijaj (3)where �ci�cj is the `signal' term and Zij is some noise with variance proportional to thenumber of memories M . The random generation of memories entails that for �xed i the Zijare independent. This, together with the independence assumption on the neurons' input�elds entails that the (aj)'s are independent of each other and of the Zij 's. The input �eldhi is then a Gaussian variable with mean s � �ci where s iss =Xj ajE(�cj) =Xj aj [�j(+1) + (1� �j)(�1)] =Xj aj(2�j � 1) (4)and standard deviation n (for noise) proportional to qPj aj2. In this Gaussian case, 2 it isknown that the signal-to-noise ratio s=n determines the performance of the ANN [Kinzel,1985]. That is, given some �xed initial level of similarity, the similarity to the cued memorypattern after an additional iteration is a monotonically increasing function of the signal-to-noise ratio. (The proof of this well-known observation is analogous to the proof of a2Throughout this paper, a `Gaussian �eld' of neuron i means that the �eld has a conditional Gaussiandistribution given any of the two possible memory states �ic.4



similar claim in the asymmetrically-coded f0; 1g case, presented in Section 4.1). We shallnow prove thatTheorem 1.The activation function ai = 2�i � 1 maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio.Proof:Since the signal-to-noise ratio remains invariant if the ai's are multiplied by a positiveconstant, we �x the standard deviation, and maximize the expected �eld by di�erentiatingwith respect to (ai) the LagrangeanE(hj�)� �V ar(hj�) =Xj (2�j � 1)aj � �V ar(Z)Xj aj2 (5)to obtain 2�i � 1 = 2�V ar(Z)ai (6)from which we see that ai should be taken as any positive multiple of 2�i�1, such as 2�i�1itself. 2We see that the optimal activation signal is the di�erence �i � (1� �i) of the neuron'sbeliefs in +1 and �1 respectively. It is well known that the belief of a Bayesian neuron isa sigmoidal function of its current input �eld (see e.g., [Hinton and Nowlan, 1990]), andalso [Amit, 1989] for an equivalent result in terms of probabilities). It follows then thatthe optimal activation function in the symmetrically-coded case is a sigmoid function of theneuron's current input �eld.3 Signaling in Low-activity Symmetric-coded NetworksBiological cortical networks have low levels of activity, i.e., at any given moment only asmall fraction of the neurons �re at rates signi�cantly higher than their low, spontaneous�ring rate (e.g., see [Abeles, 1991]). To study the optimal activation function under thisconstraint (which may reect limited metabolic resources), we restrict the sequence (aj) bycompelling it to have low activity; i.e., we put an upper bound on Pj jajj, and search for asequence (aj) which maximizes the expected input �eld under the two constraints ofPj jaj jand Pj aj2 bounded from above. We now prove5



Theorem 2.With restricted activity, the activation function ai = Sign(2�i � 1) Max(j2�i � 1j � d; 0)maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio.Proof:The Lagrangean now becomesXj (2�j � 1)aj � �1V ar(Z)Xj aj2 � �2Xj jajj (7)Rather than getting into Kuhn-Tucker methodology with non-di�erentiable objective func-tions, let us replace the absolute value function jxj by its `roundo�', illustrated in �gure 1,f(x) = ( jxj jxj > �x2+�22� jxj � � (8)with f 0(x) = ( Sign(x) jxj > �x� jxj � � (9)
xg(x)�� �Figure 1: A `roundo�' of the absolute value function.and get a modi�ed LagrangeanXj (2�j � 1)aj � �1V ar(Z)Xj aj2 � �2Xj f(aj) (10)from which we see that the solution must satisfy2ai�1V ar(z) + �2f 0(ai) = 2�i � 1 : (11)A function of the form �x+ �f 0(x) is illustrated in �gure 2.6
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Figure 2: The function �x+ �f 0(x) (solid line).We see then that for very small �, ai should be practically of the formai = 8><>: 0 �d < 2�i � 1 < d2�i � 1� d 2�i � 1 > d2�i � 1 + d 2�i � 1 < �d (12)or, ai = Sign(2�i� 1) Max(j2�i � 1j � d; 0), completing the proof of Theorem 2. 2Figure 3 displays the optimal activation signal as a function of the neuron's input �eldh, where � is sigmoid dependent on h. The parameter d is determined by the required valueof Pj jaj j=qPj aj2. As evident, the optimal activation signal a has a TS form.
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Figure 3: The TS activation function a (thick solid line), and the original S function 2�� 1(thin solid line). The non-zero part of the TS function runs parallel (at distance d) to theS function.4 Signaling in Low-activity Firing/Quiescent NetworksAfter examining the optimal activation achieved in the mathematically simple symmetrically-coded case, we proceed to the asymmetrically-coded f0; 1g formulation, which better modelsthe �ring of biological neurons, and assume restricted total activity. The study of optimalactivation in the latter formulation is the main goal of this paper. First, we shall presentthe speci�c f0; 1g model we work in, and prove that in this model, as in the conventionalf�1;+1g formulation, the signal-to-noise ratio determines the network's performance level.Second, we prove our main result, showing that the Threshold-Sigmoid is indeed the optimalactivation function in this case. As we shall see, this derivation requires di�erent analyticalmethods than those employed in the symmetrically-coded model. Third, we show that theshape of the normalized non-zero part of the TS optimal activation function is practicallyindependent of the total activity level in the network.4.1 Performance is determined by the s=n ratioFor concreteness, we take the model proposed in [Tsodyks and Feigel'man, 1988] 3. Eachneuron is described by a binary variable V = f1; 0g denoting an active (�ring) or passive(quiescent) state, respectively. M distributed memory patterns �� are stored in the network,and each memory pattern contains a proportion p of 10s. The weights of the synaptic3As discussed in [Tsodyks and Feigel'man, 1988], the transformation from the f�1;+1g to the f0; 1gformulation in ANNs is not at all trivial as might have been expected.8



connections are Wij = MX�=1(��i � p)(��j � p) ; Wii = 0 (13)and the �eld of neuron i ishi =Xj Wijaj =Xj h(�ci � p)(�cj � p) + Zijiaj : (14)Similarly to the f�1;+1g case, we assume that (�c1; �1); (�c2; �2); � � � ; (�cN ; �N) areindependent. Our �rst task is to ascertain that the signal-to-noise ratio determines perfor-mance in the f0; 1g case 4. To this end, it is straightforward to see that, given �ci, the �eldhi has asymptotically constant variance, and mean of the formE(hij�ci) = (�ci � p)E0@Xj (�cj � p)aj1A = (�ci � p)E0@Xj (�j � p)aj1A = (�ci � p)� : (15)Using Bayesian updating of probabilities in the Gaussian case, it can be shown that neuroni, having a prior belief �i and receiving a new input �eld hi, will update its belief andacquire a new posterior belief ~�i in accordance with~�i = P (�i = 1jhi) = 11 + e�hlog �i1��i+ ��2 (hi��( 12�p))i (16)The neuron's current belief is therefore a sigmoid function of a linear combination of afunction of its previous belief and the newly observed input �eld. From (16) one can deducethe probability that neuron i determines its state correctly (i.e., P ��i = 1 and ~�i > 12� +P ��i = 0 and ~�i < 12�), asP (correctj�i) = �i� ! + 12 log �i1��i! !+ (1� �i)� ! � 12 log �i1��i! ! ; (17)where 2! = �� is the signal-to-noise ratio, and � is the standard normal cumulative distribu-tion function. As can be seen by di�erentiation, expression (17) is monotonically increasingwith !, which is what we wanted to con�rm. Note that if the prior belief �i is obtained asthe sigmoid function evaluated at a Gaussian-distributed initial �eld (i.e., at log �i1��i ) thenso is the posterior belief ~�i, whose �eld log �i1��i + ��2 (hi � �(12 � p)) is Gaussian because itis the sum of two independent Gaussian variables. Hence, we are now in a situation similarto the initial one, so we can continue and iterate the process - as long as the independenceassumption is adequate.4The following derivation also formalizes the use of of the signal-to-noise ratio in the previous f�1;+1gcase. For simplicity of exposition, we relied so far on its being well known.9



4.2 The Optimality of the TS FunctionAfter establishing that the s=n ratio determines the performance also in the �ring/quiescentformulation, we now turn to proveTheorem 3.With restricted activity, the activation function ai = Max(�i � b; 0) maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio in the f0; 1g formulation, where b is determined by the activity level allowed.Proof:Proceeding in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain the LagrangeanE(hj�)� �V ar(hj�) =Xj (�j � p)aj � �1Xj aj2V arZ � �2Xj aj (18)Note that ai should be a monotonically increasing function of �i (otherwise exchanging twoaj 's would preserve constraints and increase the value of the objective function). Unlike thef�1;+1g case where we allowed aj to have arbitrary real values, we choose to restrict ajin the f0; 1g case to have non-negative values only, so as to maintain the analogy betweenthe analog activation signal and the neuron's �ring rate. Hence, we cannot proceed as inthe f�1;+1g case by di�erentiating the Lagrangean (18). Instead, we prove �rstLemma 3.1.Rename the �j 's so that 0 < �1 � �2 � �3 : : :� �N . Let L > 0, S > 0. The problemMax NXj=1(�j � p)ajsubject to NXj=1 aj � LNXj=1 aj2 � Sai � 0 ; 8i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ngis solved by ai = cMax(�i � b; 0) (19)for some c > 0, b � p. 10



Proof:It is clear that for any feasible solution with ai > 0 and �i < p for some i, if we replace thisai by zero, the new solution is feasible as well and yields a higher objective value. Hence,ai = 0 whenever �i < p. Since (aj) is nondecreasing and not all aj 's are zero,k = Minfjjaj > 0gis well de�ned. De�ning the LagrangeanNXj=k(�j � p)aj � �1 NXj=k aj � �2 NXj=k aj2 (20)and di�erentiating with respect to each aj in this range, we obtain2�2aj = �j � p� �1 (21)Let �1� = �1 + p. If all �j's in this range are equal, so are the aj 's. Otherwise, �2 6= 0 andwe see that aj = 12�2 (�j � �1�). In both cases (equal or unequal �j 's), the sequence (aj) hasthe claimed pattern (19). 2The proof of Theorem 3 is not yet �nished. We must show that if 1 < k < N then�k�1 � �1�. Suppose, to the contrary, that ak�1 = 0 and �1� < �k�1 � �k, as illustrated in�gure 4. an
�nak �k�1�1� �k �k+1X�aak+1

Figure 4: A sketch of the (hypothetical) situation where �1� < �k�1 � �k.11



Let (�; a), denoted by X in �gure 4, be the center of gravity of the setf(�k�1; ak�1); (�k; ak); : : : ; (�N ; aN)g and let L(y) = a + (y � �) be any linear functionthrough (�; a). If we de�ne a new sequence a byaj  = ( 0 j < k � 1L(�j) j � k � 1 (22)and restrict  so that L(�k�1) � 0 on one hand, while  � c on the other, i.e.,c �  � a�� �k�1 = � (23)then NXj=k�1 aj = NXj=k�1 aj (24)(clear from linearity) and NXj=k�1(ajc)2 < NXj=k�1 aj2 < NXj=k�1(aj�)2 (25)which we will prove in Lemma 3.2 below. This proves that there is a value of  for whichNXj=k�1 aj = NXj=k�1 aj (26)and NXj=k�1(aj)2 = NXj=k�1 aj2 (27)By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, for given Pj aj andPj aj2, the covariancePj aj�j is max-imal if there is a linear relation between the aj 's and �j 's, such as there exists for (aj)but not for (aj). Hence, such an ak�1 could not have existed in the optimal solution. Thisconcludes the proof of theorem 3, and shows that the TS is the optimal activation signal inthe biologically-motivated f0; 1g model.To prove the inequalities between the sums of squares (25), we resort to a well knownfact in economics of risk, whose proof is omitted.Lemma 3.2Let H and G be nondecreasing and let there be an x0 such that G(x) � H(x) for all x < x0and G(x) � H(x) for all x > x0. (H and G `single cross', and G crosses H from below).Let x1 < x2 < : : : < xn be such thatnXj=1H(xj) = nXj=1G(xj)12



(but H(xi) 6= G(xi) for some i). ThennXj=1(H(xj))2 < nXj=1(G(xj))2 :The reader can easily ascertain the conditions of Lemma 3.2 for H = Lc andG = (original sequence) as well as for H = (original sequence) and G = L�. 24.3 The Dependence of the Optimal Signal on ActivityWe shall now show that the form of the non-zero part of the optimal activation signal isinsensitive to the activity level. To see this, normalize and rewrite the optimal activationsignal function (for x > 0) as q(x) = Max �1�e�2x1+e�2x � d; 0�1� d (28)to achieve q(1) = 1. Choose x0 = 12 log 1+d1�d so that q(x0) = 0, and considerg�(t) = q(x0 + t) = 1� e�2t1 + �e�2t (29)where � = e�2x0 = 1�d1+d 2 [0; 1]. g1(t) corresponds to full activity, while g0(t) corresponds tothe limiting case where the activity level approaches zero. All g functions are continuous,increasing and concave, satisfy g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1, and are bounded between g1(t) andg0(t) which are close to each other12(1� e�2t) � 1� e�2t1 + e�2t = g1(t) � g�(t) � g0(t) = 1� e�2t : (30)An example of g, the non-zero part of the activation function, and its bounds is presentedin �gure 5. The �nding that the non-zero part of the optimal activation function has analmost invariant shape yields the prediction that neuromodulatory changes that alter theexcitability of cortical neurons may change the minimal threshold level of input currentrequired to stimulate neural �ring, but the dependency of the �ring rate on the above-threshold input current should retain its overall form.13
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5 The Distribution of Firing RatesThe analog activation signal described for the f0; 1g formulation should be interpreted as theneuron's �ring rate, averaged over some time interval which corresponds paradigmaticallyto the notion of `iteration' of the ANN (i.e., a period of time in which, perhaps due to some`inertial' e�ects, dynamics do not change by much). We have seen that for Gaussian �elds,the neuron's activation is zero below some threshold (determined by the coding level p andby the desired activity level) and is given by the function g� evaluated at the �eld value,when this value exceeds the threshold. We shall now study the distribution of �eld valueswhich exceed a threshold, and the distribution of their corresponding activations.Suppose that a neuron's �eld h, properly normalized, is standard normally distributed.We want to assess how are strong, above-threshold �eld values distributed. Using standardexponential asymptotics of normal distributions we have, for all d > 0 (threshold value)and t > 1 (incremental �eld value)P �Z > d+ td j Z > d� < e�t : (31)In fact, the LHS of (31) converges to its RHS as d ! 1. For example, let t = 3 andd = 3 (or, respectively, d = 10). Since e�3 � 5%, of all �eld values above 3 (10) standarddeviations, at least 95% of the probability mass is concentrated between 3 (10) and 4 (10:3)standard deviations. We see that the excess mass over a given threshold concentrates moreand more near the threshold as it increases, and tends to be exponentially distributed.Since a linear homogeneous function of an exponentially distributed random variable isexponentially distributed, the observed (non-zero) �ring rates should have an exponentialdistribution, accounting for the typical decreasing-density shape of cortical �ring rates.6 SummaryOur approach stems from the view that due to the evolutionary pressure of competition,successful species have evolved e�cient survival mechanisms. Various criteria may haveplayed part in shaping the structure and dynamics of human cortical memory systems,such as minimization of overall cortical connectivity length [Durbin and Mitchison, 1990,Ruppin et al., 1993], or e�cient blood supply requirements. In this paper, we have assumed15



that dynamics governing the �ring of neurons in cortical associative memory areas haveevolved so as to maximize their performance, under the constraint of restricted neuralactivity levels reecting limited ongoing metabolic resources. Modeling memory corticalmodules as attractor neural networks, we have studied this optimization problem in sparselow-activity ANNs, where the neurons' input �elds are uncorrelated. In this simpli�edmodeling framework it is shown that the the form and distribution of cortical neurons'�ring can be accounted for.References[Abeles et al., 1990] M. Abeles, E. Vaadia, and H. Bergman. Firing patterns of single unitsin the prefrontal cortex and neural network models. Network, 1:13{25, 1990.[Abeles, 1991] M. Abeles. Corticonics: Neural Circuits of the Cerebral Cortex. CambridgeUniversity Press, 1991.[Amit and Tsodyks, 1991] D. J. Amit and M. V. Tsodyks. Quantitative study of attractorneural network retrieving at low spike rates: I. substrate{spikes, rates and neuronal gain.Network, 2:259{273, 1991.[Amit, 1989] D.J. Amit. Modeling brain function: the world of attractor neural networks.Cambridge University Press, 1989.[Avoli and Olivier, 1989] M. Avoli and A. Olivier. Electrophysiological properties andsynaptic responses in the deep layers of the human epileptogenic neocortex in vitro.J. Neurophysiol., 61:589{606, 1989.[Derrida et al., 1987] B. Derrida, E. Gardner, and A. Zippelius. An exactly solvable asym-metric neural network model. Europhys. Lett., 4:167{173, 1987.[Doya and Selverston, 1994] K. Doya and A.I. Selverston. Dimension reduction of biologicalneuron models by arti�cial neural networks. Neural Computation, 6:696{717, 1994.[Durbin and Mitchison, 1990] R. Durbin and G. Mitchison. A dimension reduction frame-work for understanding cortical maps. Nature, 343:644{647, 1990.16
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